The neuroanatomical substrate of sound duration discrimination.
We investigated the neuroanatomical substrate of sound duration discrimination, using the same experimental design as in a previous study on sound intensity discrimination [J. Neurosci. 18 (16) (1998) 6388]. Seven normal subjects were trained to detect deviant sounds presented with a slightly longer duration than a 300 ms long standard harmonic sound, using a Go/No Go paradigm. Individual psychometric curves were assessed using a three-step psychoacoustic procedure. Subjects were then scanned while passively listening to the standard sound, and while discriminating changes in sound duration at four different performance levels (d'=1.5, 2.5, 3.5 and 4.5). Analysis of regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) data outlined activation, during the discrimination conditions, of a right hemispheric fronto-parietal network very similar to the one previously observed for intensity discrimination, as well as additional activation in the right prefrontal cortex (Brodmann Area (BA) 10), bilateral basal ganglia and cerebellar hemispheres. These findings suggest that discrimination of sound duration, as for discrimination of sound intensity, involves two cerebral networks: a supramodal right fronto-parietal cortical network responsible for allocation of sensory attentional resources, and a network of regions such as the basal ganglia, cerebellum, and right prefrontal cortex, more specifically involved in the temporal aspects of the discrimination task.